
OCTOBER 

MANH_Oct_FD_Guide_Inhouse 
 
Head: On the House 
Deck: INHOUSE offers membership service that connects both sides of the restaurant industry. 
 
An eye for quality, a taste for excellence and a healthy respect for hospitality are few of the 
prerequisites to a membership with INHOUSE. Founded by Benjy Leibowitz, former maitre d’ at 
NoMad, INHOUSE unites 60 restaurants across New York and London in a membership 
program that connects patrons with a network of fine dining. The service brings together industry 
professionals and food aficionados eager to take part in the same dining culture. Personal 
introductions to management accompany every restaurant visit, and members can expect to be 
treated as a regular at any of the participating restaurants, from abcv to Wildair. INHOUSE also 
provides variety of exclusive benefits, including in-demand restaurant reservations, curated 
dining experiences and invitations to industry and member events. Membership is extended to 
applicants who are active in the city’s dining culture and requires an application complete with at 
least one restaurant sponsor. From $1,550 annually, inhousenewyork.com –Christian DeVerger 
 
MANH_Oct_Now_Rhoback 
 
Head: Office to outdoors  
Deck: Rhoback blends activity and style in polo line. 
 
Rhoback was established with a key principle in mind: activity. From a morning at the office to 
an afternoon on the golf course, Rhoback clothing is made for men on the go. The flagship polos 
are constructed with a breathable, moisture-wicking performance fabric, lightweight enough to 
keep cool and tough enough to transition between any activity. A blend of polyester and spandex 
makes for a flexible fit, and quick drying breathability ensures a shirt that can keep up with an 
adventurous lifestyle. Tagless and low maintenance washing means clothing that’s as easy to 
care for as it is to wear. Available in a variety of bright, striped patterns, each polo features a 
signature design element inspired by the namesake Rhodesian Ridgeback breed of dog. Patterns 
are also available in bandana form, an apt accessory for a canine companion sharing in the 
adventure. Rhoback performance polos $79, rhoback.com –Christian DeVerger 
 
MANH_Oct_SC_OTS_RH 
 
Hed: Six-story Soiree 



Dek: Influencers and stars converged to celebrate RH Interior Design’s new gallery, RH New 
York.  
 
By Christian DeVerger 
 
The Party More than 1,500 influencers from the worlds of design, food, music and more 
convened in the Meatpacking District, where RH unveiled its new six-story gallery. Guests 
enjoyed numerous experiences, from a caviar bar to rooftop rosé, all to the benefit of Friends of 
the Highline and Free Arts NYC. The Guests RH Chairman and CEO Gary Friedman brought 
together a star-studded guest list including Portia de Rossi, Karlie Kloss and Martha Stewart. The 
Highlights The first look at the one-of-a-kind retail space included entertainment by DJ Nora En 
Pure, fresh bellinis from Campiri NYC, and gourmet bites from Brendan Sodikoff.  



 



 



 



NOVEMBER 

MANH_NOV_SC_OTS_HarryWinston 
 
Hed: Dazzling display 
Dek: Harry Winston hosted a glimmering set to show off its New York Collection. 
 
By Christian DeVerger 
 
The Party Harry Winston Inc. lit up the rainbow room with the unveiling of its New York 
Collection, a tribute to the city and its lasting influence on Winston’s life and designs. Stars of 
film and fashion enjoyed an evening of celebration, donning a selection of the new jewelry. The 
Guests Those in attendance included Naomi Watts, sporting the Central Park Mosaic earrings; 
Camila Coelho in the brilliant emerald-and-diamond City Lights earrings and Angela Sarafyan, 
wearing City Lights earrings and bracelet with sapphire. The Highlights The evening event 
closed with a surprise performance from award-winning artist Jennifer Hudson, who was also 
sparkling with a selection of iconic Winston pieces.  
 
MANH_Nov_Now_DetoxMarket 
 
Hed: Coming Clean 
Deck: Opening in Manhattan, the seventh Detox Market location offers healthy, eco-friendly 
cosmetics.  
 
In a market filled with chemically laden products, Detox Market is bringing green beauty to New 
York with a new flagship store. The “jewel box” building, designed by Suulin Architects, 
features two stories of white marble, ash-wood fixtures and lush, plant-filled interiors, designed 
to complement a suite of eco-friendly products. “When  we  open  a  new  store,  we  always 
focus  all  of  our  energy  on  creating  a  unique experience—a  place  where  clients  can  ask 
questions,  learn  and  challenge  us  while  feeling  at  home,” says founder and CEO Roman 
Gillard. The space is fully equipped with a top floor dedicated to one-on-one consultations and 
private treatments. Specializing in the sustainable and chemical-free, Detox Market curates and 
produces a selection of products for those wishing to step away from toxicity in their day-to-day 
beauty regimens. Meticulous testing, which includes the maintenance of a comprehensive list of 
banned ingredients available for customer review, ensures patrons that every product on the 
shelves, from TaTa Harper to EiR NYC, is an exemplar of wellness in beauty. 76 E. Houston St., 
thedetoxmarket.com, –Christian DeVerger 
 
MANH_Nov_FD_guide_Hwaban 



 
Head: Blooming Bounty 
 
Deck: A new modern restaurant offers elegantly plated, Korean-inspired cuisine to the flatiron 
district. 
 
From tabletop bouquets to desserts with petals of buttercream frosting, florals are key at Mihyun 
Han’s new culinary creation. Hwaban, the latest restaurant from the Kosaka founder and her 
husband, Key Kim, aims to capture the essence of the flower in each delicate dish. Inspired by 
Han’s South Korean upbringing, the menu blends traditional with contemporary, leading to 
inventive twists on classics, such as sweet shrimp crudo with frozen tomato pureé, seaweed, 
pickled cucumber and Korean pear, and king crab poached with poached egg and spinach in pine 
nut sauce. Each dish is plated with deliberate sensibility, highlighting the natural beauty of 
ingredients with a focus on floral color. For patrons looking to a get a little taste of everything, 
Hwaban also provides a group dining experience, a full-table affair that includes an array of 
assorted dishes and soups. The communal table serves as an anchor for the 60-seat space, 
designed in collaboration with Super Paprika. Austere white marble tables and accents create a 
clean aesthetic, and rotating floral arrangements and a blossoming light fixture embody the 
verdant theme, ensuring Hwaban lives up to a name meaning “as beautiful as a flower.” 55 W. 
19th St., hwaban.com, –Christian DeVerger 
 
 
Head: Cookie cause 
Dek: An array of cookies and gift items from Cookies For Kid’s Cancer help fight the number 
one most deadly children’s disease.  
 
Giving back just got delicious. Nonprofit Cookies for Kid’s Cancer has unveiled a new selection 
of gift sets for the holiday season. Cookie jars, coffee containers and, of course, a choice of any 
of the ten cookie varieties, are featured in the newest collection, with 100 percent of all profits 
benefiting childhood cancer research.  
 
Founded in 2008 by Gretchen and Larry Witt after their two-year-old son was diagnosed with 
cancer, the organization started with one family, 250 volunteers and 96,000 cookies. The Witts 
raised $400,000 for childhood cancer in this monumental first round of baking. News quickly 
spread and support began to pour in from around the nation. 
 
Since Cookies for Kid’s Cancer’s inception, they have raised over $10 million for pediatric 
cancer research. Partnerships with culinary masters from all areas of the industry – from 



Christina Tosi of Milk Bar to Loring Place’s Dan Kluger – have extended the reach and scope of 
the groundbreaking nonprofit, which is celebrating its milestone ten-year anniversary.  
 
Gift set from $59.99, cookiesforkidscancer.org, – Christian DeVerger 
 
MANH_Nov_FD_Guide_800Degrees 
 
Head: Ovens aflame, Blazing trails 
Deck: A new high-heat pizzeria serves up more than traditional pies.  
 
 
Where there’s smoke there’s pizza at the newest location of Anthony Carron’s Los Angeles-born 
eatery, 800 Degrees. The restaurant specializes in flame cooking and has designed special stone 
hearth ovens and woodfired rotisseries to impart fragrant flavors to dishes cooked within. A 
menu managed by Mario Zeniou sources top quality and local ingredients—vegetables from 
Long Island farms, Blue Ribbon wild tuna and Pat Lafrieda prime rib and chicken—found in 
signature dishes, such as lunch-only Power Bowls, a Creekstone Farms Prime Rib and Black Tie 
Pizza with Pata Negra Iberico Jamon and black truffle burrata. The 135-seat space offers counter 
service during the day and transforms into an open kitchen at night. A full bar serves up a 
selection of cocktails, including Smoky LiberTea with apple- and cinnamon-infused bourbon, 
smoked maple syrup, ice tea and lemon, and a Heat-Blast Margarita with Casa Noble tequila, 
Stones Ginger Wine, passion fruit, lime and jalapeño is sure to keep the temperature high. 1 E. 
33rd St., 800degrees.com –Christian Deverger 
 
MANH_Oct_Nov_DR_NewYorkSplendor 
 
Head: Hallowed Halls 
Dek: In her latest book, Wendy Moonan opens a window into the most awe-inspiring rooms in 
New York.  
 
By Christian DeVerger 
 
Architecture and design journalist Wendy Moonan definitely has an eye for elegance. In a career 
spanning three decades, she has explored every corner of the country in search of innovative 
designs and antiques. Her newest work, New York Splendor: The City’s Most Memorable Rooms 
(Rizzoli $85), showcases the pinnacle of design, from some of the most talented names of the 
age, as a personal compendium of favorite private spaces in past and present New York. 
 



A grand tour of luxury and taste, the book leads readers through a myriad of designs and styles, 
from opulent to austere. “My main criterion was simply that each project have the ‘wow’ 
factor–rooms that elicited, from me, gasps of pleasure and admiration,” Moonan says. “The 
rooms I have chosen are all about imagination; they invoke a sense of wonder.” 
 
New York Splendor is Moonan’s personal response to the question: What makes a room magical? 
Each space contains the tangible evidence of her answer—the tented fabric that lines Alex 
Papachristidis’ foyer, a soaring view of Manhattan from the Four Seasons’ 52nd floor penthouse 
library, the collection of Old Master portraits that dot the walls of Adolfo F. Sardina’s palatial 
duplex. Regardless of personal style or taste, Moonan’s exhibition of residential spaces will 
leave a lasting impression, long after the turn of the page.  
 
Manh_Nov_SC_Agenda 
 
Hed: November 
 
By Christian DeVerger 
 
11/1 
The Met Real Estate Council Benefit 
Honoring Blackstone Senior Managing Director Frank Cohen, the 23rd annual benefit raises 
funds to support the museum’s educational programs and features an exhibition viewing, 
alongside dinner and cocktails. Chairman’s Circle Table $100,000, The Met, metmuseum.org 
11/2  
The Sound of Stone 
Syrian-Armenian visual artist Kevork Mourad illustrates Armenian history with his own works 
alongside a composition from esteemed Armenian composer and pianist Vache Sharafyan. 
Tickets from $50, The Met, metmuseum.org 
11/5 
The New York Public Library Lions Gala 
In a night dedicated to the presentation of the institution’s highest honor, five recipients will be 
celebrated for their cultural contributions at the highly anticipated annual event. Legacy Table 
$150,000, The New York Public Library Stephen A. Schwartzman Building, nypl.org 
11/8-11/12 
Salon Art + Design fair 
Showcasing historical, modern and contemporary furniture, alongside groundbreaking design 
and art, the seventh edition of the prestigious design fair returns to New York. Tickets from $250, 
Park Avenue Armory, thesalonny.com 
11/8/-11/15 



DOC NYC 
The largest documentary film festival in America, DOC NYC is a weeklong celebration of the 
diverse genre across three theaters. All-access tickets $750, IFC Center, SVA Theatre, Cinepolis 
Chelsea, docnyc.net 
11/8-12/1 
Mefistofele 
Featuring Christian Van Horn, Michael Fabiano, and Angela Meade, Arrigo Boito’s only 
completed opera returns to the Met Opera for the first time since 2000. Parterre tickets from 
$470, Met Opera, metopera.org 
11/12 
SPACE’s Farm in the City Gala 
The third annual gala celebrates eight seasons of community at Ryder Farm. Proceeds from the 
event, hosted by actor Michael Chernus, go to the SPACE residency program, supporting 
numerous artists and innovators across disciplines. Jubilee Sponsor $25,000, 547 West 26th 
Street, Chelsea, spaceonryderfarm.org 
 
11/13 
Night of Alchemy Benefit 
A Blade of Grass’ annual benefit helps to fund socially conscious art and foster community 
engagement and partnerships to enact social change. Leader Table $20,000, Riverside Church, 
abladeofgrass.org 
 



 
 
 



 
 
 



 
 
 



 
 
 



 
 
 



 
 
 



DECEMBER 
 
Note: Articles for december will not have published pages until the edition comes out. At the 
time of writing, November is the most recent issue that has been published.  
 
MANH_Dec_Now_Equinox 
 
Head: Burning Brighter 
Dek: Two new products born out of a collaboration between Equinox and UMA focus on 
self-care and relaxation. 
 
As the days grow short and holiday shopping lists grow longer, staying energized after a workout 
can be a challenge. Enter Equinox’s newest collaboration with Uma Oils. The fitness club is 
teaming up to create a limited-edition candle and a collection of all-organic wellness oils to 
promote balance and regeneration. Designed to turn any space into a sanctum of mindful 
relaxation, The Pure Recovery Wellness Candle ($68) features a blend of eucalyptus, 
sandalwood and lavender. For a more hands-on approach, the Pure Recovery signature Equinox 
blend collection of wellness oils ($48) is intended for post-workout application to the body’s 
pulse points. The oils immerse the user in an aromatherapeutic experience that resets the mind 
and restores the body. The collection features five distinct, all-organic varieties––Calm, Energy, 
Bliss, Rest and the Equinox exclusive Recovery. With this suite that aids everything from 
anxiety to nighttime restlessness, holiday stress can evaporate away. 1 Park Ave., umaoils.com 
–Christian DeVerger 
 
MANH_Dec_Guide_Sans 
 
Hed: Nothing Missing 
Dek: The former Nightingale Nine location will play host to chef Champ Jones’ new vegan 
restaurant, focused on rich, hearty dishes and sustainable drinks.  
 
Chef Champ Jones isn’t just creating a vegan restaurant that serves great food—he’s establishing 
a culture to prove that a meat-free menu can indulge every eater, regardless of dining 
proclivities. Jones’ first solo restaurant after a four-year stint as the sous chef at NoMad and 
Eleven Madison Park, Sans, is located in the former Seersucker and Nightingale Nine location in 
Carroll Gardens, and the intimate 30-seat restaurant features a plant-based menu rife with 
innovative vegan dishes, served alongside a sustainable drink program. Think Tarte Flambe with 
maitake and dairyless parmesan cream spiked with brewers yeast, or the TV Dinner, a vegan take 
on meatloaf, served with hearty potatoes peas and carrots. Collaborating with acclaimed 
sommelier Daniel Beedle, Sans’ beverage offerings focus on minimizing waste by repurposing 



other menu ingredients. An in-house shrub and bitters operation utilizes leftover spices and herbs 
from the kitchen, and unused wines are made into a homemade grenadine. Leftover limes, 
lemons and mint are frozen and made into flavored ingredients, and cocktails such as One 
More—a fruity daiquiri with peach and mint—uses rum infused with recycled pineapple skins. 
For the most in-depth dining experience, a five course tasting menu is also available, 
guaranteeing every diner, vegan or not, leave more than appeased. 329 Smith St., Brooklyn, 
sansbk.com –Christian DeVerger 
 
MANH_Dec_Now_Plumguide 
 
Hed: Walls that talk 
Dek: Teaming up Design Milk founder Jaime Derringer, The Plum Guide’s new series of audio 
tours melds art tour and vacation home. 
 
A voice explains the detail of each work as 
 
Wandering through gallery-like rooms, visitors are guided by a voice explaining the detail of 
each artwork, the significance of the architecture, the history behind the space, but this isn’t a 
museum—it’s a vacation home. The Plum Guide, a service that curates, tests and certifies the 
best privately owned vacation properties across the market, is now offering audio tours through 
four historic rentals around the globe. Developed in conjunction with Design Milk founder Jaime 
Derringer, The Plum Stories podcasts serve as guides through the history and art of these 
exceptional estates. Four locations across the world act as a guests’ personal museum, including 
a music-history-filed Greenwich loft featuring abstract expressionist pieces from Ronaldo De 
Juan and Budd Hopkins, both of which were painted in the space. Other locations include a Los 
Angeles home once owned by master horror director James Whale, a Milan apartment 
showcasing a number of Italy’s upcoming artists and an exclusive Roman villa with details 
available to listeners.  
 
rentals. plumguide.com –Christian DeVerger 
 
 
MANH_Dec_Now_Fithouse 
 
Hed: Class in Session 
Dek: Fithouse expands to two new locations in Tribeca and Union Square. 
 
No longer do workout enthusiasts have to bend their schedule around fitness classes. At the 
newest location of Fithouse, located in Tribeca, the boutique club aims to serve as a one-stop 



exercise destination, providing instructor-led classes of all sorts, from dance-based cardio to 
sculpting yoga, at flexible hours throughout the day. Membership includes unlimited access to 
the full class suite, led by a number of high-quality trainers. The new Tribeca studio is 4,400 
square feet of fitness-focused interiors with a high-quality sound system, locker rooms stocked 
with premium products, self check-in and customizable lighting. Opening in January is 
Fithouse’s Union Square location that will include hot yoga and pilates just in time heat up 
during the cold winter days. Memberships from $189 per month, 93 Worth St., fit-house.com, 
–Christian DeVerger 
 
 
JANUARY 
 
MANH_Jan_IconIndex_MoMA 
 
Hed: MoMA 
Dek: For 80 years, the Museum of Modern Art has redefined perceptions of art and how it is 
exhibited, challenging the status quo and engaging visitors with its in-depth programming and 
global initiatives. With a new, expanded space opening on the horizon, we celebrate the 
milestone anniversary of a cultural monument, by the numbers. –Christian DeVerger 
 
1929 - Year that three influential patrons of the arts, Lillie P. Bliss, Cornelius J. Sullivan and 
Abigail Greene Rockefeller Jr., came together with founding director Alfred H. Barr to found 
MoMA.  
 
35 - Number of languages in which MoMA has published editions. (going to ask what editions 
actually means) 
 
47,293 - Number of guests who attended the MoMA in the first month of its opening 
 
3 - Number of stars The New York Times gave The Modern in its review. Debuting in 2005, the 
award-winning restaurant, overlooking the Aldrich Rockefeller Sculpture Garden, is a showcase 
of chef Abram Bissell’s superb, seasonal cuisine.  
 
200,000 - Number of artworks housed at MoMA today 
 
30 - Percent increased exhibition space with the opening of the new MoMA building. Designed 
by Diller Scofidio + Renfro in collaboration with Gensler, the renovations add 50,000 square feet 
to the western portion of the building, along with expansions all throughout the existing space.  
 



175,000 square feet - The total size of gallery space at MoMA 
 
26,207 - Number of individual artists showcased at MoMA 
 
3 million -  Number of guests who visited MoMA last year 
 
Quote: “The Museum of Modern Art’s renovation and expansion project will seek to reassure 
and surprise.” –Glenn D. Lowry  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 



 



















 
 
 







 
 


